


The BA Fashion Design Programme at Winchester School of Art is one of the top 
Fashion Design courses in the UK. We pride ourselves on producing highly creative, 
skilled and hands-on design graduates suitable for a range of positions within the 
Fashion & Textiles Industry. 

Every year our graduates take up roles in prestigious companies internationally and in 
the UK. We also set up internships, competitions and other collaborations with various 
industry partners. 

For enquires or opportunities contact:
Cecilia Langemar
Fashion Design Programme Leader 
C.Langemar@soton.ac.uk
WSAbafashion.com
@wsa.ba.fashion
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With sustainability a main focus within Sophie's work, it was
important to create a collection that had the option of being
interchangeable to reduce consumption. Sophie's collection
consists of six modular garments and 10 interchangeable
pieces that can be swapped or attached onto each base
garment to create over 30 different looks. A sense of
chutzpah is added through the 1920s speakeasy Krazy Kat
Klub muse Katherine ‘Kat’ Mullen who pushed the
boundaries of style.













‘Working Girl’, the 80s classic film portrays power
dressing at its finest. With exaggerated shoulders and
bold silhouettes this is an ostentatious collection with
a ‘more is more’ attitude. Heavily inspired by early
Versace and Escada, Caroline has designed her own
repeat patterns throughout her collection by using
vintage horse brasses. Caroline likes to focus her
attention to detail and her process incorporates
customized second-hand items that she uses for
styling and creating unique outcomes.













Heritage and practicality are influential themes that run
through Lydia’s work. The final outcomes of her process
always consider wearability and sustainability. Utilizing
fabrics and materials that are environmentally friendly are
paramount to her process. Looking to workwear and
uniforms inspires the colours and silhouettes of her
garments. In final outcomes there is attention to detail in
styling, with accessories being designed and created out
of existing materials.













As a Welsh designer brought up in the countryside,
Mercedes has a passion for sustainability and the
ethicality of materials. As such she has specifically used
traceable fabrics sourced in the UK for this collection, in
hues of green, reminiscent of the rolling hills of home.
The printed fabric carries Mercedes own design, while
the other materials in the collection remain organic
and/or dead- stock, enabling her to adhere to her
sustainable roots.













Whilst trying macramé on Zoom, Hannah was
struck by the contrast and connection of
technology and craft. Further exploration
uncovered the Industrial Revolution’s links with
the Arts and Crafts movement and the DIY
styling personified by the punk era and Judy
Blame on the cusp of the World Wide Web in the
80s. Circuit boards as block prints and hand
dyed fabrics tells the story of how craft is
embedded in human nature.













Yubing Luo has loved colours and painting since
childhood and has for this collection researched the 'lost
children of China', their toys, clothing and art resulting in
a youthful, childlike womenswear collection, drawing
attention to the plight of these children. She is committed
to transforming fashion by using less harmful fabrics and
digital printing and hopes to have a positive impact on
future fashion in China.













Cheng Qian is a womenswear designer focusing on
creating sustainable fashion and textiles. She often
draws inspiration from Asian fine art, future fashion and
material culture. Qian prefers to make her own unique
fabrics through hand-drawn prints, natural materials and
dyes. By mixing her Chinese heritage and global mind,
she creates modern garments that embrace both
Western and Eastern culture.















BA Textile Design is rooted in WSA’s longstanding tradition of excellence in textiles. 
We teach the latest digital techniques as well as traditional manual processes, 
encouraging our students to explore old and new methods in innovative ways.

Every year our graduates take up roles in prestigious companies internationally and in 
the UK. We also set up internships, competitions and other collaborations with various 
industry partners. 

For enquires or opportunities contact:
Rose Murray Langdon
Fashion Design Programme Leader 
R.E.J.Murray-Langdon@soton.ac.uk
WSAbatextiles.com 
@wsa.ba.textiles
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Katie Greenham is a womenswear fashion knitwear
designer. Through her love of art, nature and colour her
fabrics encompass a sense of movement and luxury.
Inspired by the way art and music capture emotion, she
translates these ideas into textures. By combining fine
gauge Shima Seiki fabrics and chunky hand knits,
contrasting textures bring delicate excitement. Using her
own paintings, Katie develops unique designs which she
uses as the base for her knitted textiles alongside printed
fabrics.











Exploring knitwear and sportswear in menswear
through to unisex fashion. Jess Morris studied at
Winchester School of Art, creating the six piece final
collection ‘Athletic Outline’. Using abstract and
performance art as the main influence, the collection
focuses on modern use of knitwear through knitted
mesh, strapping, reflective yarn and quilting to
produce an innovative look. As a designer, Jess
takes inspiration from traditional sportswear to find
new, contemporary ways of using knitwear.











Hannah is a design fanatic specialising in woven textiles. She
has a love of every part of the process from the research,
drawing and concept curation, to the warp setup and
weaving process. Driven by concepts and themes she enjoys
pulling in thoughts and research from across a range of areas
to create an outcome that is entirely new and unexpected.
For Hannah the process doesn’t end with the woven material
but continues into a tactile three-dimensional product.











Emily Erskine is a British printed textile designer for fashion
& lifestyle. Living by the coast, she is inspired by colour,
texture and the juxtaposition between the natural and urban
environment. Her work incorporates an illustrative yet
playful style, including realistic and abstract designs. Emily
uses a variety of techniques including hand-rendered
printing, digital skills and embellishment. As she develops
as a designer, she will continue to embrace and maximise
her unique style.











Georgia Pescud is a Printed Textile designer who
specializes in both digital and hand rendered
screen printing techniques to create
contemporary and unique printed fabrics for
fashion. Inspired by nature and nostalgia,
Georgia's work encompasses a colourful yet
sophisticated energy, with abstract collage and
painting at the forefront of her designs.
Experiments with texture, shape and composition
allow her designs to creatively adorn a multitude
of modern womenswear garments and
accessories.
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